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ABSTRACT

Recent work in the field of speech enhancement (SE) has involved
the use of self-supervised speech representations (SSSRs) as feature
transformations in loss functions. However, in prior work, very lit-
tle attention has been paid to the relationship between the language
of the audio used to train the self-supervised representation and that
used to train the SE system. Enhancement models trained using
a loss function which incorporates a self-supervised representation
that shares exactly the language of the noisy data used to train the
SE system show better performance than those which do not match
exactly. This may lead to enhancement systems which are language
specific and as such do not generalise well to unseen languages, un-
like models trained using traditional spectrogram or time domain
loss functions. In this work, SE models are trained and tested on a
number of different languages, with self-supervised representations
which themselves are trained using different language combinations
and with differing network structures as loss function representa-
tions. These models are then tested across unseen languages and
their performances are analysed. It is found that the training lan-
guage of the self-supervised representation appears to have a minor
effect on enhancement performance, the amount of training data of
a particular language, however, greatly affects performance.

Index Terms— Speech enhancement, self-supervised speech
representations, language, domain adaption, neural networks

1. INTRODUCTION

Speech enhancement (SE) is a longstanding, active area of speech
research given its myriad applications in downstream tasks [1–4].
With the change in working patterns globally due to the COVID-
19 pandemic, online remote meetings have become a mainstay in
the working world. SE systems which are able to remove various
kinds of background noise while maintaining the quality and intelli-
gibility of speech are required features of online meeting software.
Deep learning approaches utilising neural networks have shown bet-
ter performance versus traditional signal-processing-based meth-
ods [5–8]. Another related topic of research is the development of
sophisticated ways of measuring the degradation in a noisy signal
and thus the effectiveness of speech enhancement systems [9–13].
These measures (or ‘metrics’) are often perceptually motivated, and
aim in someway to behave similarly to human ratings of quality;
some recent works propose neural networks which, given audio as
input directly, predict human mean opinion score (MOS) quality
ratings of the audio [14–16].
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The use of self-supervised speech representations (SSSRs) has be-
come increasingly popular in various speech-related tasks, includ-
ing speech enhancement [17–19]. SSSRs are particularly advan-
tageous due to their ability to predict speech content’s contextual
information within the input audio, thereby capturing patterns in
spoken language.
Recent work [20–22] has utilised SSSRs in loss functions for the
training of neural speech enhancement systems. Loss functions
which use distances between SSSR representations have shown to
be more strongly correlated with perceptual measures of quality and
with human MOS scores compared to standard short time Fourier
transform (STFT) spectrogram-based loss functions [20]. However,
these works focus mainly on the use of different intermediate repre-
sentations from the SSSR as features for loss functions and are not
concerned with the relationship between the data used to train the
SSSR and the data used to train the enhancement system.
This work investigates the relationship between the spoken lan-
guage in the training data of the SSSR and the noisy speech data
used to train the enhancement system. Hence, several monolingual
noisy speech datasets are created, differing only in the language of
the clean speech which is artificially corrupted. All other dataset
parameters are kept as similar as possible. Subsequently, several
speech enhancement models are trained using these datasets with
SSSR-derived loss functions where the SSSRs have been trained on
different combinations of languages, as well as with standard non-
SSSR loss functions. The performance of these models is evaluated
across testsets for each language, assessing their ability to adapt to
enhancing speech in languages not observed in training.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
the SSSRs used in this work are introduced. In Section 3, the sim-
ulation process to generate the monolingual noisy speech datasets
is detailed. In Section 4, an experiment involving the training of
neural speech enhancement systems using the proposed datasets is
carried out, and performance analysed. Section 5 concludes the pa-
per.

2. SELF SUPERVISED SPEECH REPRESENTATION
MODELS

SSSR models are neural networks which output a context represen-
tation of the input speech audio waveform [17]. They are trained in
a self-supervised manner using large corpora of speech data, typi-
cally with the objective to recreate some masked portion of the input
audio. Structurally, they consist of two main stages. The first, de-
noted by the operator GFE in the following with subscript FE stand-
ing for feature encoder, is built from a number of 1D convolutional
layers which convert the input time-domain speech signal s[n] to a
two-dimensional feature representation

SFE = GFE(s[n]), (1)
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with a feature dimension F (typically of size 512) and a time di-
mension T , i.e. the number of frames, which is dependent on the
length of the input audio signal. The second stage, denoted by GOL,
consists of a number of Transformer [23] layers and operates over
the output of the feature encoder stage to result in the SSSR output

SOL = GOL(GFE(s[n])). (2)

The output representation SOL shares the time dimension T with
SFE but has a different, usually larger feature dimension F . Sub-
script OL stands for output layer of the SSSR.
Hidden Unit BERT (HuBERT) [18] is an SSSR model; during
training it makes use of a BERT [24] inspired loss function. The
output of its feature encoder GFE has a dimension of F = 512,
while its final layer output after GOL has a feature dimension of
758. In this work, the HuBERT model used is trained on the 960
hour Librispeech [25] training set and is sourced from the fairseq
Github repository1. It is important to note that this dataset consists
of English read speech only, so the model has only ever been ex-
posed to English speech.
Multilingual HuBERT (mHuBERT) [26] is a variation on Hu-
BERT which has been trained on multilingual speech data, specif-
ically the English, French and Spanish language parts of the Vox-
Populi [27] dataset, each containing 4.5k hours totalling 13.5k
hours of speech. It has the same feature dimensions as HuBERT.
It can be considered as a middle point between the monolingual
HuBERT and the massively multilingual XLSR.
The Cross-Lingual Speech Representation (XLSR) [28] is an
SSSR with the main distinguishing feature being that it is trained
using audio containing a large number of languages. It is in-
tended to act as a ‘universal’ model of speech, encoding latent
speech representations which are shared across languages. It is
trained on 436k hours of speech from 128 different languages from
datasets including VoxPopuli, CommonVoice and BABEL2, with
the Wav2Vec2 [17] contrastive masking objective. Note that unlike
the other two SSSRs used in this work, it is trained on potentially
noisy data, notably CommonVoice (described below in Section 3.2)
and BABEL which contains conversational telephone recordings.
Its GFE representations have a feature dimension F of 512 while
its GOL representations have an F of 1024.

3. COMMONVOICE-DEMAND: A MULTILINGUAL
SPEECH ENHANCEMENT DATASET

This section details the creation process of the proposed
CommonVoice-DEMAND speech enhancement dataset, which is
intended to be a multilingual variation on the popular monolingual
VoiceBank-DEMAND (VB-D) dataset.

3.1. VoiceBank-DEMAND Dataset

VoiceBank-DEMAND [29] is a widely used dataset for speech en-
hancement neural network training. It consists of clean English
read speech, artificially corrupted with environmental noise from
the DEMAND [30] noise dataset, as well as two additional noise
types, speech-shaped noise (SSN) and babble. Note that the babble
noise was created by randomly overlapping the clean speech audio.
The clean speech files vary in length from around 3 to 10 seconds,
while the DEMAND noise recordings are all 10 minutes long. The

1https://github.com/facebookresearch/fairseq
2https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/byyear

noisy signal x[n] is created by adding a random part of the noise
recording v[n] of the same length as the clean speech s[n].

x[n] = s[n] + c · v[n] (3)

This scaling factor

c =

√
Ps

Pv · 10 SNR
10

(4)

is computed using a given target mixing signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
and using the ITU-T P.56 method [31] for computing the active
speaker power of the clean (speech) reference audio Ps and of the
noise Pv .
The training set consists of 11572 pairs of clean and noisy speech,
s[n], x[n], from 28 different speakers (14 male, 14 female) with na-
tive British accents speaking English. The clean speech is mixed at
0, 5, 10 and 15 dB SNR with cafeteria, car, kitchen, meeting, metro,
restaurant, station, and traffic noise from DEMAND as well as bab-
ble and speech-shaped noise. The test set consists of 824 s[n], x[n]
pairs from two additional speakers (one male, one female) who do
not appear in the training set, mixed at 2.5, 7.5, 12.5 and 17.5 dB
SNR with bus, cafe, living room, office and public square noise
from DEMAND. All audio has a sample rate of 48000 Hz and is in
WAV format, but the dataset is typically down-sampled to 16000 Hz
for speech enhancement training.

3.2. CommonVoice Dataset

To create a multilingual dataset which is as similar as possible to the
VB-D dataset described in Section 3.1, speech is soured from the
Mozilla CommonVoice [32] dataset, which consists of recordings
of read speech in 108 languages, with corresponding text prompt
sentences. The recordings are crowd-sourced using the Common-
Voice website3. Validation that the recordings properly represent
the prompt sentence is also crowd-sourced. In addition to the au-
dio recording and prompt sentence text, some additional metadata
is sometimes available such as gender and accent of the speaker. In
this work, we make use of the English, Spanish, and Welsh portions
of the dataset. These portions contain 3209, 2152 and 152 hours of
audio, respectively.

3.3. Candidate Selection

Due to their crowd-sourced nature, the quality of the recordings
in the CommonVoice dataset varies considerably. For the creation
of the multilingual CommonVoice-DEMAND dataset, the aim is
to select the cleanest possible audio for use as reference signals.
Additionally, certain signal enhancement metrics require the input
audio to have a minimum length. The process for the selection
of candidate reference signals for a given language to create the
CommonVoice-DEMAND datasets can be summarised as follows:
Firstly, only recordings which have been validated by the crowd-
sourced validation process are selected. This is to ensure that the
audio does contain the prompt sentence and is not a failed record-
ing or too noisy for the speech to be intelligible.
Secondly, recordings of less than 2 seconds length and those which
contain a single-word utterance are excluded since it was found that
some speech enhancement metrics have difficulties assessing such
recordings.
Finally, the quality of the remaining audio recordings is assessed. A

3https://commonvoice.mozilla.org
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voice activity detector (VAD) is used to segregate frames of length
L of the signal x[n] into disjoint sets A and B, for which the signal
fulfils either the hypothesis that speech is present H1, or that speech
is absent H0, respectively. An SNR estimate is obtained by

ŜNR(x[n]) = 10 log10

(
1

|A|
∑

ℓ∈A
∑K−1

n=0 x2[ℓK + n]

1
|B|
∑

ℓ∈B
∑K−1

n=0 x2[ℓK + n]

)
(5)

for frame index ℓ with |A| and |B| denoting the respective cardinali-
ties of the sets A and B. For simplicity, the Google WebRTC-VAD4

is used. A minimum threshold of 50 dB estimated SNR by the above
formulation is used to select the candidate recordings. Note that
while this is a somewhat crude estimator in that it does not account
for the noise which is present in the speech-active frames in A, it
was found empirically that this approach works sufficiently well
to select high-quality recordings containing little to no background
noise, with a low computation overhead. For each language, 20000
of such candidate recordings are selected in this way. During this
process, the candidate recordings are converted from the MP3 for-
mat to the WAV format.

3.4. Dataset Creation

In order to ensure that the proposed CommonVoice-DEMAND
datasets are comparable to the original VoiceBank-DEMAND
dataset, the log files describing VoiceBank-DEMAND are used.
These consist of two lists (one for the training set, one for the test
set) for clean audio file s[n], the name of the noise file for v[n],
from which a random section of the same length as s[n] is obtained
and the desired mixing SNR value. The process for the creation of
the CommonVoice-DEMAND datasets is as follows:
• A candidate CommonVoice recording is selected which is closest

to the length in seconds to the clean audio recording from the orig-
inal VoiceBank dataset. This candidate recording is either padded
with zero values or truncated such that it is the same number of
samples exactly as the original VoiceBank recording.

• The mixing process as described in Section 3.1 is carried out, us-
ing the selected CommonVoice recording as s[n], and creating a
corresponding noisy version x[n] according to (3) and (4). Since
CommomVoice data has a sampling rate of 32 kHz, the resulting
sampling rate of CommonVoice-DEMAND is also 32 kHz and
thus lower than VoiceBank-DEMAND’s 48 kHz. Note, that for
SE, data is usually anyhow downsampled to 16 kHz.

• The selected CommonVoice recording is then removed from the
list of available candidate recordings, ensuring that uniqueness for
each s[n], x[n] pair in the resultant dataset.

The goal of this process is to create a dataset which is as similar
as possible to the original VoiceBank-DEMAND dataset, but using
clean speech with a different language or source. These datasets dif-
fer from the original VoiceBank-DEMAND in the (usually) greater
number of speakers in the training and test sets and the exact portion
of the noise file from which v[n] is created due to the random sam-
pling of the noise file. The created CommonVoice-DEMAND data
ensures reproducibility by fixed seeds in the random number gener-
ator. The code for this process is available on GitHub5 to allow for
the recreation and reuse of the generated corpora.

4https://github.com/wiseman/py-webrtcvad
5https://github.com/leto19/CommonVoice-DEMAND

4. SPEEECH ENHANCEMENT EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Experiment Setup

Masking-based speech enhancement networks are trained using
SSSR derived loss functions using the proposed CommonVoice-
DEMAND datasets. The SpeechBrain [33] toolkit is used to
facilitate the training and testing of the models. The models are
trained for 50 epochs with the Adam [34] optimiser, with a learning
rate of 0.001. At test time, the model with the highest Perceptual
Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) [9] score on the validation
set is loaded and evaluated.
The model used for all training consists of two bidirectional long
short-term memory (BLSTM) layers and two linear layers. The
first linear layer has LeakyReLU activation and the second has
Sigmoid activation. The model takes a spectrogram of the noisy
audio x[n] as input and produces a mask which is multiplied with
the input spectrogram to generate an enhanced spectrogram. Using
the original noisy phase of x[n], the enhanced time domain signal
ŝ[n] is produced via the overlap-add resynthesis method. Despite
its simplicity, this model’s training is stable, efficient, and has
demonstrated state-of-the-art performance [5, 35].

4.2. Datasets

CommonVoice-DEMAND training and test sets were generated us-
ing the process described in Section 3 for English and Spanish.
These languages were chosen as they match languages used to train
the mHuBERT model, and the CommonVoice corpus component
for each is sufficiently large. A testset for Welsh was also cre-
ated as a language which was not used to train HuBERT or mHu-
BERT but which was used as one of XLSRs 128 languages. The
CommonVoice-DEMAND datasets have the same size training and
test sets as the original VoiceBank-DEMAND with 11572 and 824
s[n], x[n] pairs, respectively. A validation set of size 770 is created
from each CommonVoice-DEMAND training set. All audio is at
16 kHz sample rate.

4.3. SSSR Signal Enhancement Loss Function

The SSSR loss function as defined in [20] is used, which is based on
the mean squared error (MSE) distance between the output feature
encoder representations of the enhanced signal ŝ[n] and the refer-
ence signal s[n]. The SSSR loss function is given by

LFE(SFE, ŜFE) =
1

TF

∑
t,f

(SFE[t, f ]− ŜFE[t, f ])
2, (6)

where SFE and ŜFE are the feature encoder output representations
of s[n] and ŝ[n], respectively. F and T denote the feature and time
dimensions of the representations, with F being 512 for all models
used in this work and T depending on the length in samples of the
time domain audio. Models are trained using HuBERT, mHuBERT,
and XLSR to obtain the representations in (6). In addition, the spec-
trogram MSE loss, short-time objective intelligibility (STOI) [10]
loss, and scale-invariant signal-to-distortion ratio (SISDR) [11] loss
are used as baselines. These baselines are popular loss functions for
speech enhancement training and are language-independent. Spec-
trograms are created using a STFT with a FFT length of 512, a
window length of 32 ms, a hop length of 16 ms, and a hamming
window.

https://github.com/wiseman/py-webrtcvad
https://github.com/leto19/CommonVoice-DEMAND
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Table 1: Performance of models trained on CommonVoice-
DEMAND English; tested on English, Spanish and Welsh testsets.

Model PESQ STOI CSIG CBAK COVL
Noisy 2.19 0.95 3.27 2.40 2.67

Spec Loss 2.64 0.96 3.66 2.64 3.14
STOI Loss 2.46 0.96 3.47 2.35 2.93

SISDR Loss 2.73 0.96 3.45 2.74 3.07

E
ng

lis
h

HuBERT LFE 2.75 0.95 3.78 2.71 3.25
mHuBERT LFE 2.79 0.96 3.70 2.76 3.23

XLSR LFE 2.48 0.93 3.30 2.92 2.86

Noisy 2.12 0.95 2.98 2.23 2.46
Spec Loss 2.57 0.96 3.37 2.62 2.94

STOI Loss 2.39 0.96 3.19 2.31 2.73
SISDR Loss 2.68 0.96 3.15 2.74 2.88

Sp
an

is
h

HuBERT LFE 2.72 0.95 3.57 2.71 3.11
mHuBERT LFE 2.75 0.96 3.48 2.75 3.08

XLSR LFE 2.51 0.93 2.93 2.81 2.65

Noisy 2.12 0.96 3.06 2.18 2.50
Spec Loss 2.61 0.96 3.39 2.56 2.97

STOI Loss 2.45 0.97 3.33 2.27 2.83
SISDR Loss 2.72 0.97 3.15 2.69 2.89

W
el

sh

HuBERT LFE 2.71 0.96 3.56 2.61 3.09
mHuBERT LFE 2.78 0.96 3.48 2.68 3.09

XLSR LFE 2.44 0.93 2.93 2.73 2.62

4.4. Result

Tables 1 and 2 display results on CommonVoice-DEMAND testsets
for models trained on English and Spanish, respectively. PESQ [9],
STOI [10], and the components of the Composite [36] intrusive
metrics are reported, where higher values are better. The scores
for the best performing model on each testset are highlighted in
bold. The models perform better on the respective testset match-
ing their language of training; the drop in performance on the
non-matching testsets is consistent across all the models trained,
including the baseline systems. Performance on the proposed En-
glish CommonVoice-DEMAND dataset is similar to that of models
trained on the original VoiceBank-DEMAND in [20]. The best
performing models, in terms of CBAK score are those trained with
XLSR LFE loss, except for one case. This is again consistent with
the findings in [20]. HuBERT and mHuBERT perform similarly,
with mHuBERT slightly outperforming in most cases.
Interestingly, all SSSR loss function models trained using Spanish

audio perform better on the Welsh testset than those trained on the
English audio. This is despite the fact that Welsh is lexically more
similar to English than Spanish [37].
The quantity of data used for training the SSSR appears to be more
important than language, as mHuBERT is trained with more English
audio than HuBERT, however XLSR, trained with the most English
speech data, performs worse. To further investigate this, an addi-
tional model was trained utilising the WavLM Base+ [38] SSSR,
training and testing on the English CommonVoice-DEMAND
dataset. WavLM Base+ has a parameter count comparable to
HuBERT and mHuBERT and is trained with a similar objective and
but with an additional speech denoising task. It is trained on 96k
hours of English only audio. These results are shown in Table 3; the
new model performs similarly in terms of PESQ score but some-
what better than all others in terms of CSIG.

Table 2: Performance of models trained on CommonVoice-
DEMAND Spanish; tested on English, Spanish and Welsh testsets.

Model PESQ STOI CSIG CBAK COVL
Noisy 2.19 0.95 3.27 2.40 2.67

Spec Loss 2.50 0.95 3.54 2.59 3.00
STOI Loss 2.37 0.96 3.32 2.35 2.80

SISDR Loss 2.44 0.95 3.25 2.58 2.82

E
ng

lis
h

HuBERT LFE 2.60 0.95 3.58 2.62 3.06
mHuBERT LFE 2.70 0.95 3.62 2.69 3.14

XLSR LFE 2.44 0.93 3.13 2.75 2.72

Noisy 2.12 0.95 2.98 2.23 2.46
Spec Loss 2.64 0.96 3.50 2.68 3.04

STOI Loss 2.40 0.96 3.11 2.36 2.70
SISDR Loss 2.61 0.96 3.18 2.72 2.86

Sp
an

is
h

HuBERT LFE 2.81 0.96 3.75 2.76 3.25
mHuBERT LFE 2.89 0.96 3.73 2.81 3.29

XLSR LFE 2.63 0.95 3.06 2.83 2.77

Noisy 2.12 0.96 3.06 2.18 2.50
Spec Loss 2.63 0.96 3.49 2.59 3.03

STOI Loss 2.42 0.97 3.22 2.29 2.77
SISDR Loss 2.60 0.97 3.18 2.63 2.85

W
el

sh
HuBERT LFE 2.72 0.96 3.62 2.62 3.13

mHuBERT LFE 2.83 0.96 3.64 2.69 3.21
XLSR LFE 2.52 0.94 2.94 2.64 2.65

Overall, these results suggest that the BERT style training objective
HuBERT, mHuBERT and WavLM might make them better suited
as loss function feature representations when signal quality is the
main concern as shown by the high PESQ and CSIG scores while
the contrastive feature encoding masking objective of XLSR makes
it more suitable if the objective of the enhancement is background
noise reduction at the cost of additional speech distortion as the
higher CBAK scores of the XLSR models demonstrates.

Table 3: Performance of LFE Loss models trained on
CommonVoice-DEMAND English and tested on English testset.

Model PESQ STOI CSIG CBAK COVL
Noisy 2.19 0.95 3.27 2.40 2.67

HuBERT LFE 2.75 0.95 3.78 2.71 3.25
mHuBERT LFE 2.79 0.96 3.70 2.76 3.23

XLSR LFE 2.48 0.93 3.30 2.92 2.86
WavLM LFE 2.76 0.96 3.84 2.71 3.28

5. CONCLUSION

In this work, a system to create noisy speech datasets for a number
of languages are proposed. These noisy speech datasets are used to
train and test neural speech enhancement models using SSSR based
loss functions. It is found that the language of the audio used to
train the representations has a minimal impact on their performance
when used in this manner, and that training objective and amount
of training data has a greater effect. However, questions remain as
the degree that these factors effect the performance of these loss
functions; future work will aim to investigate this.
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